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“Jennifer Eivaz has
written a power-packed
book that creates
an appetite and
environment for the
presence of God.”
—Dr. Hakeem
Collins, founder and
CEO, Champions
International;
author,
Heaven Declares,
Prophetic Breakthrough
and
Command Your Healing

How to Host His Presence Every Day
by Jennifer Eivaz
The glory of God—His splendor and power—is irresistible. It is a joy to be able to draw
close to Him in fellowship. And it is our unbelievable privilege to share His glorious
presence with a hurting world.
In these pages, author and international speaker Jennifer Eivaz explains that you are
called to make His presence known to those around you—to be an actual carrier of
God’s glory.
Here is the inspiration you need to
• enter into intimate fellowship with the Spirit of God
• experience healing and deliverance
• pray for miracles that will change others’ lives
As you develop a deeper relationship with the Holy Spirit, you will become a host for
God’s presence in the darkest places. Step into the supernatural—and become a glory
carrier.

“Jennifer describes in plain language aspects of the spiritual realm that are
often misunderstood or considered out of reach for the ordinary person, and
she passionately challenges each of us to become glory carriers.”
—Banning Liebscher, founder and pastor, Jesus Culture
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Jennifer Eivaz is a minister and international conference speaker with a heart for
raising up passionate and effective prayer. She is a regular contributor to Charisma
Online and The Elijah List and has taught at Bethel School of the Prophets.
Jennifer lives with her husband, Ron, and their two children in Turlock, California,
where she serves as executive pastor at Harvest Christian Center. Learn more at
jennifereivaz.com.
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